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This is a matter that needs particular prayer and thought if you

are to be understanding what the will of the Lord is.

Jonathan Edwards, that great American theologian, that great

scholar, that great preacher, that great evangelist. That man had

tremendous responsibilities which he performed before God back in

the days when you had none of the conveniences we have to save time

now. Jonathan Edwards, every single day of his life after he had

children took a full hour out of that day with those children in order

to do his part in the raising of those children and the teaching of

them of the ways of the Lord. It is very easy for two people, one of

whom is busy with resppnsibilities of seminary life and both of them

are rushing around doing things, it is very easy to neglect taking

time together in order to be God's instrument in helping each other

grow in grace and in the knowledge of the Lord.

God wants us to think of how wex are going to help the

members of our family. This is tremendously important. I have known

ministers who have done a tremendous work for the Lord and been a

great blessing, and often the whole thingz has just fallen down on

them all the sudden because of their neglect of this vital

that they have taken upon themselves when they assumed the respon-

sibility of marriage. God wants to use us as His tools, and in order
finding

to be His tools we need an understanding of His Word in applying what

He wants us to know.

Each member of our faculty is interested in each one of you

You may think that I am not, because I find it very hard to learn to

know faces. It's an unfortunate failing I have and I am working on it.

It is unusual Most people remember faces far more easily than names.

I seem to be the exact opposite. I find it very hard to remember faces.
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